Radical Muslim Mutual Aid: COVID 19 Support Fund

Farsi Translation

As our communities respond to COVID-19, health crises, and financial implications of missing or losing work, we also enter the eve of Ramadan. This time reminds us of the importance of zakat, the Islamic mutual aid practice around redistribution of wealth. Marginalized communities are experiencing compounded barriers to support, lack of access to resources, and precarity in job security. With the impact of historical and current imperialism, surveillance, and criminalization, Muslim communities are also marginalized and in need of support. In light of all of these things, Queer Crescent and Masjid al-Rabia have come together and built the Radical Muslim Mutual Aid as an effort to provide some support to Muslims during this time.

We define Muslim as anyone who identifies with muslimness in some way - cultural, political, spiritual, revert, etc. We seek to dismantle traditional ideas and norms of what it means to be Muslim while intentionally supporting our communities.

This is the english copy found in the application at https://masjiadalrabia.org/rmma-application - followed by the Farsi translation.
Name

First Name

Last Name

Email

Street Address

City, State

IF YOU ARE INCARCERATED please list your inmate #, state and name of your institution

Additional contact info

Has your income or ability to raise funds been affected by COVID-19?
How do you self-identify? *

How do you identify? (Note: This is a mutual aid fund specifically for Muslims in need, with a commitment to support those Muslims who have been pushed to the margins. Depending on requests and funds available, we may prioritize those who have been historically and systemically economically disadvantaged.)

Muslim

disabled and/or neurodiverse

Low-income

transgender, nonbinary or gender nonconforming

queer or LGB-Q

currently incarcerated or in detention
formerly incarcerated person

family of incarcerated person

domestic and/or sexual violence survivor

financially support others

Work

Are you currently

not working full time

at risk of losing housing

food insecure

Houseless

not eligible for sick or paid leave
none of the above
هیچ یک از موارد فوق

Request Amount
درخواست مقدار کمک‌های مالی

What is the amount of money you need right now to cover your immediate expenses? (Note for this first round of distribution we can provide a maximum of $300 per household or $75 for individual commissary funds)

مبلغ که برای تامین هزینه‌های فوری خود در حال حاضر نیاز دارید، چقدر است؟ (توجه داشته باشید برای دوره اول توزیع حداقل 300 دلار برای هر خانواده یا 75 دلار در فرد کمک می‌تواند)

Preferred way to receive support
روش ترجیحی برای دریافت کمک مالی

Venmo
Cashapp
Other (please explain)

دیگر (لطفاً توضیح دهید)

Venmo or Cashapp handle to receive funds
برای دریافت بودجه اداره استفاده می‌شود از Venmo یا Cashapp

Are you applying for
شخص درخواست کننده

Yourself
خودم
If you are applying for someone else, what is your name and relation to applicant?

اگر متقاضی کمک برای شخص دیگری هستید، نام و رابطه شما با متقاضی چیست؟